ANNOUNCEMENT
CLINICAL PRACTICE COURSE
UNIVERSITY OF VALENCIA

HOSPITAL ARNAU DE VI LANNOVA – HOSPITAL DE GANDIA “FRANCESC DE BORJA”
VALENCIA, SPAIN

FOR ADVANCED MEDICAL STUDENTS

CLINICAL PRACTICE COURSE: “FUNDAMENTOS CLÍNICOS-PRÁCTICOS”
From January to December

- Course Director: Prof. Dr. Guillermo Sáez Tormo
- Short description: During this intensive course the participants will review several cases dealing with different hospital departments
- Course fee: 100€/month
- Course language: Spanish

EARLY REGISTRATION FOR ALL PRACTICE GROUPS IS RECOMMENDED AS ATTENDANCE IS LIMITED

Please register directly on this link: H. Arnau: https://www.uv.es/medidocs/curso_fund_clinicos/inscripcion_Hosp_Arnau_new.htm

Required documents:

- Personal identification card or passport
- Transcript of records
- Curriculum vitae.
- Motivation letter
- Reference letter from home University (Dean)

Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry- University of Valencia.
Av. Blasco Ibáñez, 15- 46010- VALENCIA (SPAIN) Phone: +34 963 86 49 67 Fax: +34 963 98 34 74 Exteriores.Medicina@uv.es